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Number 17
Quae of America's Finest Poets To Visit
change of date and place, a correction of the
'
cultural events calendar.
Professor Henry Herring of the English
' department
described Ms. Rich as "not only
one of the best women poets, but simply one
of the most exciting writers of our time,
whose poetry incorporates many of the

Adrienne Rich, one of contemporary
America's finest and most celebrated poets,
visit on
. - will be on campus for a two-daFebruary 27 and 28. .
;.,V .: '
; - Ms. Rich will present a reading of her
y poetry on Monday, February 27 at 8:15 p.m. ..
in Freedlander Auditorium-Pleas- e
note the
.
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complexities and dilemmas of the human
and partly good, who fought for what
experience." He explained that although
she partly understood. Few men
many critics deplore her radical isolationist
about her would or could do more,
stance, Ms; Rich's evolutionary writing has
hence she was labeled harpy, shrew
honestly portrayed woman's search for
and whore."
identity in contemporary society.
- In a 1971 collection of poems. The Will to
In the Foreword to "Poems-Select- ed
and Change"; a poem entitled "I Dream I'm the
"
New,
Ms. Rich writes:
Death of Orpheus" talks more bluntly about
."As-type. these words, we are
the frustrations felt by women in our
confronted with the naked and
discriminatory society.
unabashed failure ' of patriarchal
"I am a women in the prime of life,
'politics and patriarchal civilization.
wjth certain powers and these powers
To be a woman at this time is to know
are severely limited by authorities
extraordinary forms of anger, joy,
whose faces I rarely see."
impatience, love, and hope. Poetry,
In her latest volume of poetry"Diving
words on paper, are necessary but
Into the Wreck"-M- s.
Rich becomes more
V not enough; we need to" touch the
violently aware of patriarchal . society's
living who share our animal passion
attempts to stifle the voices of creative
; for existence; our determination that
women. - The accusing, unreconciliatory
the sexual myths underlying the
tone of these poems is seen in "Meditations
: human condition can and shall be
for a Savage Child":
,
recognized and changed."
"When I try to speak my throat is
Mrs. Rich's writing reflects the changing '
cut and, it seems, by his hand."
foci of the feminist movement. Her early
The recipient of . two Guggenheim
recognition of women's .devastating social
Fellowships, a grant from the National
subjugation is evident in the title poem from . Institute of Arts and Letters, and an Amy
"Snapshots of a Daughter-in-law- "
(1963).
LoweD Traveling Fellowship, Ms. Rich's f
The label "daughter-in-ladefines a legal
earlier volumes include "A change of "" '
relationship and symbolizes the
World" (1951), The Diamond Cutters"
status forced on women by patriarchal
(1955),' "Necessities of Life" (1966), and
society. The derogatory labels assigned to
(1969).- "
"Leaflets: Poems
women trying to gain some personal identity
Ms. Rich has also published a prose work
;
are aptly described by Ms. Rich:
"Of " Woman Born; Motherhood "as
'"
"Thus wrote a woman, partly brave
continued on page 6
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Coal Shortage Threatens

by Doug Pinkham
Because the College's stockpile of coal is
diminishing, and the Ohio Power Company
has requested that the College reduce its
consumption, of electricity, efforts are now
under way to decrease coal usage and cut
Adrienne Rich, one of America's finest poets, will be on campus February 27 and back on electrical consumption, by 10.
28. Ms. Rich described by Prof. Henry Herring as one of the most exciting writers of
'
our time,: wjll be reading her poetry February 27 at 8:15 p.m. in FreecHaiide
"
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Kilpatrick
by Tracey

and Susie Estill
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writing technique is essential.

Today's journalists must keep
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On Monday, February 20, Kilpatrick
spoke to a small group of students in
,y : Douglass Lounge on the topic of.the power
'v?' of the presidency. According to KHpatrick,
.
,:

,

;

:
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."presidents must assume leadership
,

positions at the on set of their political
V careers. Carter,' for example should be ."
taking a leadership position at the present
- time in order to come to'a significant
. decision about the recent coal strike. It is,'
--

;

"

"

-

1--

than that."

.

the College receives coal from a

mine in Ohio', it has not obtained

a shipment since last Friday. According to
Hans Jenny, Vice President for Finance and

--

i

M

' Though

about everything for a good background."
He continued to emphasize that because
most of today's writers are not specialists in
one area, a knowledge of history, economy,
government,
and of course English
literature combined with a well developed

enthusiasm for current events. The job
demands constant reading of newspapers,
magazines, and books. Both of these
requsites wiD help writers treat new events
with imagination and skill.
Kilpatrick. noted that there is little
movement up the ladder from smaller
papers to larger ones, and therefor it is
important for those interested in working
for a large paper to start in a low position on
that paper's staff, and work up from there.
Tuesday, Kapatrick spoke to a group of : Graduate training in journalism was
students interested in careers in journalism. recommended by Kilpatrick because it gives
Kilpatrick confessed that he got started in additional practice in the use of the language
the field bv accident when hired by a small that is so valuable to writers,
paper in Alabama during the Depression.
reminded of the
R A Annlirant are
"Although it often takes a 'lucky DreaK , An
iu imi
rr
the best backgound one can have is a liberal required Leadership Workshop, tomorrow,
D.m. in
tiirrUtt Feb. . 25. from
arts education. Anyone can team practical
journalism skills in a short time." Kilpatrick iKhtredge dining hall. Bring a pencil and a
explained, "but one can not know enough smile.
...

said President Cope land in an interview with
earlier this week. If we have
warm weather the stockpile will last longer
WCWS-F-

prriples Successf

--

--

-

--

:
however, not possible for the president to
v.; This week the College has been honored provide the same leadership today as
with the. presence of Carroll Kilpatrick formerly because ". of our elaborate
journalist from the Washington Post and congressional restraint system.
Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow. Kilpatrick '' Kilpatrick cited several qualifications
graduated from the University of Alabama which he thought were essential for a
in ' 1934,- - and was a Nieman Fellow to candidate for the office of the presideny.
'. ' Harvard University for the years 1939 and ' Furst, he must be an individual with political
He has held prestigious positions on experience, preferably at the national level,
-- - many Newspapers as well as being the
although certainly , experience in state
' White House correspondant for. The
politics in indispensable. , He must also
x
i,
Washington Post under four presidents. ; display a significant amount of diplomacy
He has written editorials for the Post as well 'and must "get along with his own party as
... as articles for many major magazines- -' well as the rest o the country." Finally, he
- Kilpatrick has also had the jobs of editing
must not allow egotism to get in the way of
Roosevelt and Daniels: AJ"riendship in his political decision making. Johnson, in
The Kennedy particular, Kilpatrick stated, demonstrated
Politics and
'f
;
.Circle.
J
this last fault.
:
--

"We have a stockpile that will last 18 days;
and that's calculated for the coldest kind of
weather-th- e
zero degree kind of weather,"

.

Business, . whether the College may
continue to receive coal "depends on
whether the mine workers are protected or
how dangerous the union people are." As a
result, members of the College community
are asked to cooperate in reducing
consumption.
In a memorandum issued on February 20,
Cope land outlined the areas where usage
will be reduced. These areas include: the
lowering of temperatures in buildings with
individual heating controls, a reduction in
water temperature, reduction in the use of
steam for food preparation, and the use of
disposable plates and utensils for dining.
These measures will be in effect until coal
deliveries are resumed and the stockpile
rebuilt to a prudent level" he explained.
He noted in the interview, however, that
the most drastic steps have already been

outline. "We've outlined in that
.

5

l

memorandum the best way that we can save
fuel on campus. No further steps are being
contemplated."
As to the possibility of the college closing
down. Cope land replied that "there's no
likelihood tiiat the campus will shut down.
Because even if we were to close, building
would still have to be heated in terms of
continued on page 6
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instances, he or she is assigned to a special What do we propose? understanding of the problems these kids
What is a learning disability? LD classroom with fewer children and a
It has come to our attention that at face daily, and increased ability to think
' The term ."learning disability" covers a special teacher. Some children are helped Ursiline College, a school somewhat
smaller ; through and organized such an offering, and
wide range of behaviors and characteristics. with medication.
...
. than Wooster, a Saturday morning program
make a new friend or two. '
- Primarily, children
identified as learning What problem area do we see where has been established to help fill the void we How can such a program come about?
disabled
are those children of normal help is stCl needed? ' .
see existing in the community for these LD
We propose to ask certain faculty
to above normal intelligence who for various
Wooster has a number of programs for children. The program is supervised by a " members to discuss the program with the
reasons are unable to learn as well as their children, including YMCA swim classes, Art faculty member in the sociology students in their classes-name- ly
those in
"
-

.

-

-

-

.

-

--

-

.

(L-D.)

peers. They display some, but not all, of the Center classes, soccer leagues,1 little league department, but functions through the psychology, sociology, education, physical
following
"symptoms"
(Note: Many baseball, midget football leagues, parks and volunteer services of a number of students. education, art. music, drama, and sneeriv
children not classified LD. also have some recreation programs, scout programs, We propose that the College of Wooster We will then need to have interested
of these characteristics at various times in church programs, summer science classes, organize 'during the winter quarter and sruaents sign up lor tne program and meet
their development):
confusion, music lessons, basketball camps, etc., etc., provide during the spring quarter a with them to help them understand their
short attention span, clumsiness, language etc Yet how much can an LD child Saturday morning program from 10 to noon role in the program. Then we will have to
difficulty, impulsivity, forgetfulness, social participate in such programs? - Those for interested LD children, ages
in the assess the areas of interest of the volunteers
immaturity, poor logic, having few or no children, whose main difficulties lie in the Wooster area. This program could consist to determine what activities to offer.
friends, hyperactive, overreactive, spelling academic area, can participate in many of of a variety of activities: swimming, athletic Arrangements will have to be made for
difficulties, math difficulty, disorganized, these programs and do. But what of the events such a basketball, gymnastics, etcr facilities and a schedule drawn up. At least
sloppy writing, distractible, rnirror writing, child who is so socially immature or using the facilities of the art center, ' one adult should probably be present for
poor copying, poor reading ability, low physically inept that he or she cannot do so dramatics, musically related activities each session.
: ,
- frustration level, hypoacuve (day dreamer), ' without severe embarrassment or including movement as weD as participation,
--The Wayne County ACLD (Association
poor auditory perception, poor
annoyance to others? The child who can fit bowling, roller skating, talk sessions,
d
for Children with Learning Disabilities) wilt
coordination, dislike of competitive games, into these offerings sharpens his or her skills
discussions of TA via TA for kids or make the effort necessary to locate children
rr
ti
aggressive behavior, withdrawal or in the physical activities, and in the social TA for Tots, hiking, or whatever else comes aio enroun m iL.
may
ine program, enrollment
avoidance behavior, inability to follow situations in which he or she participates. to mind and someone has a notion to do. have to include a fee (say $5 to $10) to cover
difficulty
instructions,
in sequencing, Meanwhile the inept child must sit out these The program would require a ratio of about .the cost of supplies. If a child is unable to
achievement quite low in some areas and activities, becoming even further regressed, one college student to two children. Since meet such a cost, the ACLD group could
quite high in others, cyclical behavior (good in that he or she has even fewer chances to for unknown reasons boys are more likely to nrnHahlu TvrrnnAo it If tranimrtAtirn Sc
days, then bad) and, perseveration. As you learn the skills involved and has even fewer be LD than girls, men student volunteers needed, this will have to be worked out as
'
can see, some of these characteristics are social contacts in which to develop are to be especially encouraged":
-,
. ; ;
V welL
' on opposite sides of the spectrum of appropriate behavior. An LD child may find
Participating in the program has obvious
Are VOU interested in Hoirmwi uiffk "V
behavior.
.that no one invites him or her to play, or to " advantages for the children. They will have Saturday morning activites program for
What can be done to help LD Children? the birthday party, or to stay overnight, or an opportunity to try out many activities in a
"ma uisouiea cnuarenr ' An
; The first problem is to identify and test to participate in the neighborhood game. If
situation that they organizational meeting will be held Monday, ,
children suspected of being LD. Next, the so invited, he or she may even turn down otherwise would not attempt and gain from February 27th, at 4 p.m., in Lowry Center
schools can provide an individual tutor for such an invitation, knowing full well that the social contacts as welL The benefits to -- 119. If you would like to help but cannot
an hour a day while the child participates in a involvement will only mean embarrassment the college students could be numerous as culcikj um iiKumg, or n you nave
regular classroom at school, or, in some and defeat for the 'forty millionth time."
well: an increased knowledge of LD and an questions, contact Ginnv Lehman, Ext. 219.
left-rig- ht
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;Chand Stephen: Visitisig
:

''
" V take English literature courses ..from
by Mark Pierson - '
.In a recent article I interviewed Jean' 'American instructors, since she had in the
Sullivan about her study at Ewing Christian past- - been exposed .to an English
College in Allahabad, India on " the interpretation from her British instructors in
Wooster-In-India
program. The College of India. She is especially interested in English
Wooster in turn has a visiting professor . literature int he 19th century and poetry.
from EWC, Chandralekha Stephen,
In India she attended school at St. Mary's
continuing the
program with convent, where her courses were taught in
EWC. She applied for the position and was English with the exception of one course of
; appointed
EWC's representative to Hindi. The next stage in her education was a
; Wooster for this year.
r
intermediate course at Isabella
During fall quarter she taught an English Thoburn College in Lucknow. This is a
composition course and audited several period in between secondary school and
English classes. She found it interesting to college, and is one which a student who is
-
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Wooster Voice
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Guide" bv R.K. Naravan. whose books have
appeared several times on the New York
Chand says she "likes the lecture TimM PlitrtrV PJvwo lief I ha ntlw i
methods here at Wooster. The rapport The Untouchables by Mulk Ranj Anand,
between students and professors is good, which is a novel about the harijans on the
:.
since questions: and answers help in lowest rung of the caste system.
She is living in Babcock this year and will
thrashing out the material and discussing
it." She feels the quarter system also gives be leaving Wooster in June. Wooster is
student a chance to take many different privileged to have Chand as a visiting faculty
member from the fastest growing
developing country m the world.
MUSIC
9-10- :30

"

9-12- :00

Square Dancing with Appalachian Spring and caller Brad Winkler
iron neray, a live rot group, on rawer tevei
Disco with music provided by Harambee One Productions
(Ballroom)
:
Coffeehouse complete with donuts and coffee and tea with performers.
Evie Ziegler, John Gilbert, Dan Hunter, Bob Amos, Dave Loomis, Brian
Vasiloff and Lort McGonagle in the Faculty Dining Room
.'-.-

-.

.

11:30-1:3-

0

.

.

) !

-

FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Ballroom.

.

Editor-in-Chie- f-

--

;

4,

.

courses, but her own education was similar
to the semester system, "n India we have
throa rrv ireo fnr an entire uear: which (rives
' the student a lot of freedom to read beyond ..
the material which is assigned in class."
However the system does not allow science
students to take courses m tne numanines,
and vice versa, with the exception of an
English composition course. The second
year, the student takes tne same tnree
courses, except on a more advanced level.
In the spring she will be teaching an
English Literature course with Paul
'
Oiristiansrwv in ivhtrh fthet mill lcrtiir nn

influence."

PUBLISHED WEEKLY DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR BY THE STUDENTS OF
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of
the staff alone, and should not be constued as representative of administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the editor from students, faculty,
administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater Wooster community. AO
correspondence may be addressed to WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The College of
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press Association and the
Ohio Newspaper Association subscription, $9.00 per for first class.
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry Center, Room G 19.
Telephone: (216)
extension 433.
...
STAFF ;
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....................................................j.RayBules
Associate Editors:
.i lews . ... . ................. ............... .......................... ...... ............ ........... 4ary Atw Aoodie
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ddt Pfcfcl On
. ...
Dave Koppenhaver
Sports
.
.
. .
..
Mark Snyder
- Photography
Tracy Dils
...
..
Assistant Editors
Susie Estill
: ' BarbSheDi
264-123-

.

immature or is undecided can focus on
hisher decisions for future study. She
received her B.A. from' Ewing Christian
College " and Master's degree from the
University of Allahabad in English
Literature. She is now pursuing a Ph.D from
the latter in American Literature.
When Jean was in Allahabad she
encountered several student strikes which
closed the colleges. According to Chand,
this is not the case in larger cities where
"students do not have the time to strike.
Allahabad has been a center of politics from
time immemorial, and the students are a
medium for politicians to use, since students
have a 'major - proportion of voting

9:-1- 0
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GAMES
from

.
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-
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in rooms 118,119 and 120
Chess, Checkers, Mastermind and Backgammon from 11-- 1
;
Casino Room running from 2
.
,
' l;
10--1
....... I'
Company
running
from
Games"
"Fun
- Lisa Vickery
FVFMTS
CPFPUI
Managing Editor
....
Doug Pinkham
'
:1
Gong Show in the Pit
::: :'.
Business Managers:
Juggling Instruction and Demonstration Lounge area
Advertising ......... . .......
.....
Cmdt Meister 9 90-11Charades hosted by Dwight Moore in the Pit
....... ...
Circulation
............................. .....Gaye Hanke H 10:30-11:3- 0
Banana Olympics with hosts,. Bruce Longworth and Barry:
Reporting Staff: Jim, Abraham, Richard An, Becky Collins, Susan Dorn, Andrea Foy, Kelly ft
:
in Ballroom
Saltzman
UiDson, Jonn uuoen, uave nagenn, Alan Meek, Uave Johns, Mary rieu Lent, Brenda
11-- 1
Movies and cartoons in the Promo nade Area ;
'
-Luger, Patty Panek, J J. Patton, Cathy Personius,
110-1- 2
Roommate
in
-- 1
Pit
the
Game
.
Cartoonists: Patty Panek, Jeff Pierce, Sue Stepanek
.
1
Craft Center is open for "Make and Take" items.
f
Mom's Truck Stop will be open until 12:30 with Special Hoagies being sold.- Rnnk&tnr twill Ho niwn from
.
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Book Campaign's Qm
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by Don Snow

dollars for books which must be replaced (if
it is still possible to replace them.)
Despite
campaign
library
against
.
the
theft
.
of two years ago, the number of books
The campaign this year will follow roughly
missing each quarter from the library is the same format as the one two years ago,'
again on the rise. During fall quarter 713 and it will consist of publicity; articles in
books, periodicals, and documents were campus publications, a videotape in Lowry
reported missing from the library, and Center at Wednesday lunch, and personal
though an average of about half of all appeals from faculty and students. The
missing items are eventually returned, campaign two years ago, along with the
about half need to be replaced. In an effort institution of the exit control system in the
to reduce the rate of theft and unauthorized library, was Quite successful in reducinq the
borrowing a committee of students will be level of theft, and it is hoped that this will
running a campaign for the next two weeks again prove to be the case. The students on
to make the college community aware of the the committee and the library staff feel that'
problem and to enlist community support in ' the campaign is a much preferable
reducing the problem. The gist of the alternative to the adoption of a more
committee's message is that books which restrictive checkout system in the library,:
are not checked out result in wasted staff and they hope that the losses in time and.
and student time, frustration for students money resulting from the problem at
who need the material and cannot locate it, present can be curbed by simply enlisting
and a financial cost in the thousands of community support.
-

.

--

Library thief surreptitiously snatches book from shelf..

Library Thefts Costly

Andrews Library has been facing the
increasing problem of lost andor stolen
books from the collection. Most students
have already experienced the frustration of
not finding materials when needed. Perhaps
a look at the magnitude of the problem will
:
;
be enlightening.
...
In the past fall quarter 713 books,
periodicals, and documents were reported
missing. This is a 60 increase over the high
average of 429 items reported missing each
quarter. Although about half of these
materials are eventually returned, they are
not available when needed; not to mention
the other half that are never returned. An
important service of the library is to provide
;MDver

reference books disappeared from the
library m the past quarter, handicapping
large numbers of students whose
assignments required the use of these
books. Two of these items alone will cost
$156.00 to replace.
., "
By the end of each year, then, the library
has lost thousands of dollars in books,
periodicals, and documents which must be
replaced. Others, unfortunately .are

'

-

r

81

:

irreplaceable, depriving future

'J

studentrof

their use. Such expense contributes to the
rising cost of tuition as well as causing the
loss of valuable resources for everyone. The
frustration and cost of time and money can
be eliminated if every student acts

, responsibly in checking out all materials and.

'25 Key i "encourages others to do the samer

...slips past an unsuspecting library assistant- -.

Check Out Library Books!
help to keep costs down and ensure that thir
book or journal you need will be available
when you need it.
'"v '"'.
Sincerely,
Goiter
Robert
.
Director of Library Services

Dear Editor:

V

'.-.v

oftfeferetear 'Mife?ia&

'

k.;--V..-

Y

I am writing in support of the current
campaign by students to reduce theft of
library books. Two years ago a similar but
more serious problem of theft existed and
was significantly reduced as the result of a
student campaign.
The problem is caused by thoughtless or
selfish individuals who take books without
checking them out. When a book is not
checked out it is "lost" to the next person
who needs it. (It takes only a few minutes to
check out a book and saves hours wasted in
looking for something that isn't there.)
Students who have needed a journal or a
book that has been ripped off know the
feeling of frustration. They are also painfully
aware of the time they and the library staff
wasted looking for something that wasn't
there because some thoughtless or selfish
person stole it. Theft also costs students in
the pocketbook, since the cost of replacing
stolen items eventually contributes to
higher tuition costs.
Stealing library books, either temporarily
or permanently, is, at heart, an act of
contempt for the rights of others and is alien
to the respect for individuals and the sense
of responsibility and community traditional

at Wooster.
If book theft cannot be curbed by student
support and cooperation this failure of
may
responsibility and
make it necessary to institute an inspection
system. Under such a system, common at
other schools, students leaving the library
stacks would have to submit their books
and brief cases for inspection. The cost of
this would add to the cost of tuition.
I urge all students to support the Student
Committee to Reduce Library Book Theft.
Check out your books and encourage your
self-governme-

"

.

m

Rip-off-

s

Ugly
'

'

Dear Editor,

, .

and
an ugly word. Rippers
they are ugly too. Those ripped off grow"
ugly. They beat their heads on walls and are;
thus disfigured. Sometimes, alas, they aref
put in Hygeia and are never heard of again.?'
Worse, most become slack scholars. . ; $
Who among you has not blithely gone to
the Andrews Library, tranquilly ascended
or descended the staircase, glided to DT or "'
JX or got lost in the PRs, only to discover
the quarry gone? Weaker spirits happily,
slink away; stronger spirits mutter foul
imprecations and berate library staff.
Bluntly put, the library is becoming riddled ,
by
$
The antidote to gore, fits of temperament
bodks.'-anand slovenly scholarship: sign-ou- t
I
Library
periodicals from the Andrews
To do this is both painless and virtuous.
Should book morality not be restored--!
and quickly-w- e shall have to install and all-- ',
encompassing security system. This Isl;
cruelly expensive. Worse, to take that step
Rip-of-

is

f

rip-of- f
--

rip-off- s.

d

"-

nt

.-

would be demeaning, dispiriting, :

.

demoralizing.
The question admits of no delay: either;!
or undergo a regime of terror.
we shape-uquarter is a haopy time to
demonstrate that the Andrews Library '
stands as an island immune from BOOK-- i
THIEVES.
Floyd Watts, Chairperson '
Library Committee
p

.
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:J-Spri-
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.
by Tracey Dils
John Guare's two act farce, "House of
in
Blue Leaves" wffl be presented March
Shoolroy Theatre. According to senior
speech major Bruce Longworth, the play's
2-- 5

Ji

o iimi3 .L2clV2 s

oonases

liieciinre

J5

director, the play can be described as a a black comedy works againist those basic "City to address the United Nations on the
satisfy them, Viet Nam situation. The plot revolves
"black comedy", a "unique blend of humor desires and instead of acting to
r.
only.
:
them.
frustrates
around a zookeeper name Artie Shaunessy
'
V '"
and pain." . .
place
4,
play
1965,
October
on
takes
The
whose major, ambition is to become a
comedy
the
on
rests
normal
While the
concept of wish fulfillment for its characters, : the day that Pope Paul came to New York songwriter for motion pictures. Shaunessy" s
best friend from childhood, Billy, is . a
Hollywood director. Artie plans
-

--

.

.

-

.

.

.-

:

'

to-instituiona-

lize

his mentally ailing wife,
"Bananas" arid run to California with his
mistress Bunny in search of fame hr the
music business. At the height of Artie's plan,
his son turns up AWOL from the army with
an elaborate plot to blow up the Pope during
his visit. The son succeeds, however, only in
blowing up Billy's girlfriend. The plot
resolves when Billy comes to claim his girl
'
.'
-.
friend's body.-.'.

;v-

.

;

mean
; "

;

X

:

!

Vv

-

.

.

In 1973, a relatively unknown N.Y.U. film :
maker produced a masterpiece.' The noted
film critic Pauline Kael called it "a true
':' original, a triumph of personal film making." t .' rj
The film maker was Martin Scorsese. The
"
-film, Mean Streets.
:
The plot is relatively simple. Charlie
Cappa is a young man in New York's
Little Italy, at odds with his strict Catholic
;
attempting to deal with the
- pressure
exerte4 by his uncle, the local "
Mafia patriarch, to join the neighborhood
syndicate. Underlying this is Charlie's
'
involvement with his burdensome friend
Johnny Boy. deeply in debt to a local loan
shark, and his love affair with Teresa, the
-

.

"

;

r

S

by Greg Stolcis

"-

-.

.

:

"

"---

".'

:

r

up-bringin-

--

;-

g,

.-

:

.

neighborhood

"

wallflower.' Scorsese Cv'
-

successfully captures the turmoil raging :
inside of Charlie and develops it to its fullest,
providing us with an almost raw.'emotiod- - v
'
jarring climax, in which all three of Charlie's Js . '
'
dilemnas are in a sense resolved..- .

:

House of Blue Leaves," directed by senior Bruce Longworth, is a black comedy dealing with the Pope's visit to New York

,

.

";:;

Wilkinson
by Greg Stolcis

.

'

-

''

".-..'-

('

..; ;

:

Washington Post critic- John Tarpey
has noted how all of Scorsese's characters
axe basically outsiders, misfits.: Indeed,
neither Charlie, who can't take the fateful
step in either direction, nor Johnny Boy,
mired deep in his own personal hell,
dragging his only true friend Charlie into it ;
with htm, are archetypal protagonistic
figures. Yet, Scorsese successfully allows :
their passions, frailties and basic humaness I.
to develop to such an extent that one
eventually identifies, to a limited extent, with i
' .'
Charlie and Johnny Boy.;
Scorsese's directing is virtually flawless.
Yet what truly brings out the message, what
really makes Mean Streets what it is, is the
acting. Mean Streets was the film that
catapulted Robert DeNiro to the level of
critical acclaim that he has achieved today. '
His portrayal of Johnny Boy, the

of traditional symbolism. The first of these were the determinants of speech. Art
Stripped of its
schools was known as Acmeism. The became
self-creatin- g.

.

Dr.

rejected the conventional correspondence

Joel Wilkinson of the Russian Acmeists

Department concluded the Lost

punctuation,-ar- t

--

and-pro- se

.

"

I.

-

,

to Pohlman, it has
unsurped the power to set the political
agenda and is seriously contraining

thick-Ynuscle-

'

thick-heade-

--

.

d,
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"''-'."F-
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. , ,' impressed with the quality of the musical
-

"one the Third Annual acts. - s
The
;'
Wagner Talent Show this Saturday evening,
As in Talent Shows past, the Wagner staff
Showtime is 8 p.m. and the Cage is THE will emcee the event, providing some of the
place to be for live entertainment! "Variety comedy for. the evening. Brainstorming
is the spice of life and fully descnoes me sessions were long, zany, and frantic as the
were highly staff searched for a theme to match the
contents of the Show. Sign-up- s
had
auditions
point
that
the
successfulto
Angels".
number success of last year's "Charlies
to be held to arrive at a reasonable Twenty-fouranged
from
Suggestions
from
others
r
show.
of acts for an
Wagner Kind" to
the
of
Encounters
"Close
acts had signed up and that number "Saturday Night Fever" to "Star Wars".The
was whittled down to a manageable - staff had difficulty filling the role of
fourteen. The audition judges panel was -- When you re making your baturday night ;
composed of Wagner residents who, quite
. J
. continued on page 6.
serious about their task, found themselves

spotlight-i-

:

:

'.

it!-"'-"-

of cosiety. Essential

requirements fo . strong leadership are
discipline and access to the people, two
features which the media areatlv cripples. '
The media has acted in two ways to injure
these two requirements for .strong
leadership. First, it has played a major role in
nominated for political
deciding who
office. According the Pohlman, the media
uwuk t)v wrnnina of a primary as an
important political event They report who
and who lost" rather than the straight
iumi
deeper communication between statistical
results of th event.- - Secondly,"
constituents and politicians. At the same
.
vital
this
time mat the media performs

--

n

'..

is.;
v

problems,

-

.

well-know-

.0'-v-

-

?

--

hour-and-a-ha- lf

--

;

R2-D-

2.

:

.

i
-

d

--

governmental leadership. Pohlman claims
that seldom, if ever, have we had an imperial
presidency .and certainly at the present
time, we are seeing presidential weakness.
Regardless of a historical perspective,
Pohlman stated, there are arguments in
favor of a strona presidency. Within the
political Jabrynth", strong kacrship
essential in order to deal with the Chroruc
problems, as opposed to merely the crisis

-

.

,

hoodlum, is
a twentieth "century classic v'
is Italian street tough and slapmasterful.
He
Many of these writers ran mto trouble
pinnacle. The true show
with the Soviet regieme. Many fell victims to stick humor at its
however,
stealer,
is Harvey Keitel. His
Stalinist censorship and purges. As a result,
believeable; it is .
many of these artists left the Soviet Union Charlie- Cappa goes beyond
Every
truly
nuance,
engrossing.
and formed artistic and cultural societies idiosyncracy, and subtle personality
trait is
particularly
United
Paris
in
and the
abroad,
developed
His
mock
to
its
finest
confession.
of these ,
States. The most ,
scene, involving a facetious, ' taunting
groups was the Serrapian Brotherhood, questioning
dialogue with God, is absolutely
with Jts leader Evgenii Zamiatin, whose stunning. '1
novel We, served as a banner head for these "
"Z"-'
. Mean Streets. See
exiles.

according

'

--

;

function,

...'

--

..

:

"

most atypical, Formalist was Boris
Pasternak, whose novel Doctor Zhivago is

Media Affects the

-

.

--

The intermediary school, linking'

Acmeism and Futurism, was Formalism.
Formalism" dealt, with specific artistic
devices, and was characterized by its
emphasis on individualism, and its stark
rejection of reality. The most reknown, but

f.

.

and literature were the
gropings of artists striving for an ideal world.
The principal figure' in this group was
Vladimir Mayakovsky, whose poetry
reflected this structureless, searching
style of artistic consciousness.

symbolic links of language, and instead,
series with a emphasized a common sense approach to
discussion entitled "On tve Left." art and literature. Many of the Acmeists
Addressing
himself to the rise and made their marks as poets, and often felt
contribution of early Soviet writers, Dr. their poetry was the poetry of the real world,
Wilkinson showed how these artists found and "celebrated the triumph of poetry and
their roots in an intense reaction to early art over life."
At the other end of the spectrum were the
twentieth century symbolism, and then
seperated and proceeded in opposite Futurists. Although also rejecting the
symbolic origins of their rart, they
artistic directions.
Three schools of artistic thought and maintained that the truth lay in their actual
consciousness emerged from this rejection literary style. For them, letters themselves

Generation Symposium

A panel composed, of history professor,
James Hodges, political science professor,
Marcus Pohhrian and Visiting Woodrow
Wilson Scholar, Carroll KHpatrick spoke to
the problem of the imperial presidency at
Wednesday's convocation.
Dr. Hodges made opening remarks'
concerning the role of the president to
protect the national interest and to insure
that laws "be faithfully executed." There
has been, "according to Hodges, a
power in the
-- resurgence of presidential
twentieth century due partially at least to
the Cold War which as implied a need to
centralize foreign power in the office of the
president itself.
Pohbnan's remarks centered primarily on
the effect that the mass media has played in
the current poEiical process. According to
Pohbnan, the "mass media has become an
..integral element of our political process,
having a major impact upon the political
system.'' The media is the critical fink which
holds the process together, allowing for

and ' often of its

3
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.
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'

.
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THE
and the plain of to neutral observors, they do not want to
; T: "V
' invade Cambodia. They also propose to
The president of Cambodia - accused start talks for peace immediately.
Cambodians who repeatedly caused
Vietnam of wanting to rule Cambodia, and
also of invading 'Cambodia since problems in that area, do not preclude talks
September,, alleging ': that .Vietnamese if the Vietnamese vacate their country.--.
soldiers, set ' villages on fire and raped v The possibility is that the two Communist;
": .y "
:.Vk"V :
women,
,;.
countries will find the solution to their
The Vietnamese" sent an experienced problems,' but the question is left
force to the "parrot's beak", but according unanswered..Vietnamese city
Darlak.

The war between Cambodia and Vietnam
continues with two characteristics. First,
two communist countries fight each-othe-- and second they are exploited by the two
communist giants, the U.S.SJ?. and China.
'
The war derives ; from old territorial
; problems
' claims, .. cultural and ;other
"
-- -between the two countries. '
Cambodia .claims .from Vietnam the
territory i' called the "parrot's beak,"

"

r,

-

:

"

-

:

.

Ha-Tie- n

"
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.

.
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What is Iran uo to? What is the Shah ot
- through
his representative in Cyprus Iran doing with aB of Iran's newly acquired
; toward the formation, of a committee to oil money, which he seems to be primarily
- r
investigate the fate of the missing Cypriots,-- using to buy arms?
On the eve of January 26, the fifteenth
aided by the International Red Cross. ; -t.' ; The Permanent:. Representative tof, anniversary of the published Revolution,
his third book
Greece" at the U.N., Ambassador George the Shah of Iran
Papoulias, welcomed the decision, as a entitled, Towards the Great Civilization.
This completes the Shah's trilogy
positive step forward in the solution of a
:

i

"

;

Shah-Peopl- e

L

;

Phon:

262-884-

-

"

m

6

--

Greeting Cards

Smoke Shop

;

the

: '

:

COMMERCIAL
BANKING
TRUST COMPANY

1

&

WITH YOU; OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS, IN MINDI
--

aWmm

ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME
WE'RE NOW...

THE

I

m

or

WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES AT.

Newspapers

262-8- 1

his-speeches-f-

YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE!

Magazines

SilP

19

theories the Shah has touched upon in
example, his
many of
argument that the economic system he is
launching in Iran is a "third way" between
"which gives
Towards the Great Civilization, is about the excesses of communism, well,
and mere
work
to
incentive
no
workers
the future. 7
capitalism, which lacks moral value because
'.
The Iran Times says:
the exploitation of
The new book does not contain any of its association with
continued on page 6
revelations but advances and develops the

Market

262-515-

The key to having money! V
later is with saving now. Wei I
can help you with one of our
many savings : plans. Let?
your money grow
unlock tomorrow.

,

--

regarding Iran. The first book, Mission for
My Country, was about the past, his
second book, The Whiate Revolution was
about the present, and his recent book

CITY
NEWS
S.

THE
Hill"
snapping wvnw

has now supplied in full the data requested
by the Community.
Following the Brussels meeting, the
Chairman of the EEC stated that the
timetable ' submitted by Greece would
certainly be adopted by the Community.

Iran Heads "Toward The Great Civilization

.

;

.

.

.

"-

X in thm

ft

problem which was causing concern and process for admission oi ureece as run
agony to many families, including families of member of the -European Economic
'
-.
Community.,
Greek nationals.
"
Greece has now submitted a timetable for.
Greek Foreign Minister Papaligouras,
course of future negotiation on the ten
the
assisted by special EEC Minister
Kontogiorgis, continued the negotiating sectors involved, on seven of which Greece

Following a decision by the Third Political
Committee of the U.N. General Assemby,
there were renewed hopes that progress
may be made in solution of the problem of
;
the more than 2000 missing Greek Cypriots
whose fate has remained unknown since
.
their disappearance at the time of the
- Turkish invasion of Cyprus in 1974.. ;
: . The U.N. committee's deccision calls for
'
1 the ... U.N. Secretary-Genera- l
to work
:

YAWkY
SHOP
Cll9

"

-

1

I

6S

WAYNE COUNTY

the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL TRUST of Wayne

I

All

County....downtown Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner.

1
Order Tuesday

CENTRALTRUST
COMPANY OF

9-- 1

0:30 and OATS

Central Trust affiliation to practical use;
Our state-wid- e
modernizing our main office; ana installing ine uay ana
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
servic to,You. on campus!

Will Deliver to Your Room

'

.4

' Fint

Federal

HOURS

;

Saving & Loan.Aociation

of Wooter

,'

'

:

"

I8l2deerland Road
y
2647812

'-

-

Sunday

;

'

- 1pm

141 North Walnut St.

--10:30pm

Monday - Thursday - 1 0:30:1 0:30
Friday fit Saturday - 10:30-- 1 am

J

DAY and
NIGHT BANK

and

II.

'.
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continued from page
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1

number of hours aD outside campus fights
are one, a reduction in hours at Andrews
Library, the Physical Education Center, and
Severance Art Center, and the shutting off
cf certain air handling motors on campus.
Since then action has been taken on many of
the suggestions, v
'
According to. Copeland, the electrical
cutbacks will be in effect until Ohio Power

preventing pipes from freezing and that kind

of thing.- v
,
In a memorandum directed toHans Jenny
on February 13, Ed Cerne, the Director of
the Physical Plant, explained what steps
may be taken to conserve electricity on
campus. His suggestions included the
shutting off of some lights in Andrews
Library and the outside lights at McGaw
Chapel, a reduction by two hours in the
-

i

'
.

:

v

assures the College that normal
-

consumption may be resumed.

Poet EicEi To Read

continued from page 1
Experience and Institution (1976). Her
latest collection of poetry The Dream of
"
Common Language:. Poems
will
be published on April 10, 1978.
In addition to her poetry reading on
Top bananas Bruce Longworth and Barry Saltsman will lead the Banana Contest at Monday night, Ms. Rich will also speak to an
open session of Deborah Hilty's "Poetry by
Friday Night Live!
.

k

and , About Women" class - at 9 a.mV
Tuesday, Feb. 28, She will also attend the
Women's Table in Lowry Center small
dining rooms
at noon on Tuesday,7
Feb. 28. All of these events are open to the
-

-

1974-1977-

Media Affects Pr (si n em ex.
continued from page 4

its role in the "imperial presidency using

--

Pohlman claims that unnecessary historical examples. First, citing a quote by

sensationalism is "disrobing the office of the
president" and is causing the people to lose
faith in this office. Because of economic
restraint to print "what sens", the media

James Madison. Kilpatrick stated that the
major problem in American politics has
always been to determine exactly how much
power , should be afforded the presidency.
The sixties, according to Kilpatrick, allowed
the government too much power. . While Kilpatrick conceded that the press
played an important role in the resignation
of former president Richard Nixon, he was
quick to point our that the media did not
cause the event, since they do not have the
legal powers that a court of law has. Nixon's
failure to consult his cabinet on the matter of
.
e m
fI
I
IJ J to
nis aownraii.
wdiersaie aiso aaaea
7

a.

a.

1

247-25- 1

public without charge.

pill

(CPS)-Bir- th

I

will

receive a

Administration (FDA) regulations effective
in April.

1

Shah AVrites BoqIc

decision.
Pohlman ended the panel discussion by
continued from page 5 '
offering no simple solutions. He did suggest man by man.".
A
that perhaps newspapers would be run in a
The Shah says the book is designed" to1
similar manner to the Public Broadcasting
instruct the nation in the ways of the social'system.
revolution of which he is the architect;1 910
.

"

.

prescription

the

pill is filled,

to the fetus

heart arracks in women over 40 and damage

0-535-6178

.
1

.

--

248 W. North
262-586-

Street

6

BE ALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H

.

(Just North of th College)

.

--

"-

-

..',:-

264-528- 9

:

. '.
or call
EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid
FREE Pregnancy Hotline

r

'-

"

Laundry
24 Hour Coin-O- p
- Dry Cleaning 8
4:15

;

.-

'

MANSFIELD

-1372

WOOSTER FISH

;

,

v

-

i

--

--.r'''

featuring.
lobster .
catfish ,
shrimp
frog legs
turbot i

--

ivohld-ivi- d:
'

--

SERVICE

....

I;
--

.

BBQribs

;

RESTAURANT
.

?

and

TRAVEL

;

Oysters
scallops
'".

I

-

Dp So Foods
j2:.'.

THEIR SHAME
YOUR FORTUNE

04

5

Grace's Wine:
Shoppe ;

,

,

513-299-25-

.

-

"

Leading pool distributor has acquired entire stock
of inground and above ground swimming pools
from bankrupt dealer. Still in original cartoons. Will
sell for Yi price or less, while they last. Some as low
as $650.00. Guaranteed installation anywhere in
for details.
Ohio. CaU Randy collect

:d:

Speakers and Topics Committee, and
organized by a group of concerned)
students. The Forum wfll consist of a brief
statement by each of the guests and then'-"- '?
they wiD be open to questions. The event wiHr-x;L--.
be held in Lowry Pit at 8 p.m.

ABORTION FACTS
An abortion.-.kill- s
the life of a baby after it has begun. It is dangerous to
your life and health. It may make you sterile so that when you want a child
you cannot have it.
- i
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
1963 EDUCATIONAL PAMPHLET
Abortion take human Efel
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX 835 WOOSTER, OHIO

.

i

the pill is taken during

Admissions Policy Open Forum Subjefct

1-419-526-

Call Collect

if

.

1-800-34-

AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.

ndangei-Sg$- is

4-7211

Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential

--

-

-

'.

,

j

d

;
LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
At the recent 78th national convention of Orthodox Congregations of
America, the traditional Jewish stand against abortion was reaffirmed:
"JUDAISM REGARDS ALL LIFE, INCLUDING FETAL LIFE, AS
INVIOLATE...ABORTION
IS NOT A PRIVATE MATTER...IT
INFRDMGESE MOST FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT OF A THIRD PARTY,
THAT OF THE UNBORN CHILD."
:
:
;"

7?

--

.

.'.

Clinic

'

'

;

'
continued from page 4
plans this weekend, don't forget to include
the , Wagner Talent Show! There", is
The press does, according to Kilpatrick, something for everyone...afl of it supplied by,
have a dangerous " power to let your friends and fellow Wooster students. "' ""
sensationalism become a major part of their They'll be competing for either one of two ,'
reporting. He agreed with Pohlman that prizes: Best Comedy or Best MusicafAeL '
there has been too much "disrobinq" of the each worth $25 to the winner. There is a 35P :J
.
A
ic
eharge...doors
presidential
door
by unnecessary gossip-fille-.
office
open at. 7:30 p.n See
v
stories. On the issue of the iDrimaries, you there!
. however, Kilpatrick felt that the press is
doing an accurate job in reporting the facts
of the event and not, to prejudice voter

.

Safe and Gentle
Akrbn's Most Experienced

'

-

1

Tuesday February 28th, Henry
A brochure wains women who smoke'
works with the "profit instinct", presenting that they risk "serious adverse effects on the Copeland, Byron Morris. & Bin Baird will
only stories that will favorably appeal to the heart and blood vessels," and advises be the guests for the Open Forum Series."
smokers to use another type of Woosters minority admissions oplicies will
American public.
be the topic of the Forum which is
Kilpatrick
responded, to contraception
Carroll
The leaflet will be dispensed each time a sponsored by Lowry Center Board's
Pohlman's interpretation of the media and

ABORTION
Up Thru 14 Weeks

--

'

'

strongly worded caution with their warns of potential hazards of liver tumors, pregnancy.

prescription as a result of Food and Drug

--

Wagner Talent

Women Who Smoke, Use Birth Control Pill ;
control
for
users
and also

if

;. '"

'

"

RETAIL FRESH FISH
2S2-C33- 1.

-

'

TAKES YOU

-- I
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Scot s lr ace .Decept
- .,;
by David Johns
The basketball season begins all over
again this weekend as the Scots begin play
in the OAC tournament. The winner will
advance to regionals, and then possibly to
- the Nationals of the NCAA's Division CI
Wooster's chances of winning seem good .
this year.- - The Scots hold - the; best
conference record (10-2- ) and the best
overall record (18-4- ) in the OAC. They
captured the Northern Division crown for
- the second year in a row and have beaten
most of the other teams twice. : ;
v Another team Wooster has beaten twice
is Wittenberg, last year's National Division
III champion. Those two victories alone
prove that the Scots are probably the best
. team in the OAC. Wittenberg, this year's
- Southern Division leader, may have
to play
Wooster again, this time in the final game of
the tournament on Monday.
."If anyone wants to beat Wooster in the
tournament, they will have to reckon with
, the powerful Scot offense. The Scots lead
the entire conference in average points
scored per game, with 82.6. Their defense is
fifth in the OAC, allowing an average of 71.4
points per game. In average scoring margin,
the Scots lead the conference with plus 112.
As 'champion of "the North,. Wooster:
''earned, a bye in' the first round of the
tournament, played on Tuesday. While they
Were resting, Heidelberg won the right to
play the Scots by beating Ohio Northern,
;

.

--

.

.:-

-

1

--

--

.

Piriinices

beaten each other once this year during
regular season competition. The Student
Princes came in fourth in the North, with a 6-;
OAC record. V
...One should not be deceived by that
I mediocre record, however. Heidelberg
averages 78.4 points per game, fourth best
in the entire conference. They are second in
the OAC in rebounds, averaging 43.6 per

about the tournament: 1 think our chances
are relatively good if we keep everybody
healthy. We should have momentum.'' .
"Tournament time is a whole new
season," he added. "You have to be

6

--

mentally ready, regardless of the
competition.'' The Scots have not yet reached their
peak this year, according to Van Wie.
"We're capable of playing better,'' he said.
- hasn't .been
one night when
everyone has played well."
The tournament should be interesting
because most of the teams are close in
terms of talent. "We have an excellent
league this year with excellent balance,1
commented the coach.
The final week of regular season play saw
the ranks of active career

."

'

game.

'

.

:

'
.

The winner of the
s
contest will advance to the
on
Saturday. That game wQl determine the
tournament winner in the North- - On
Monday the winners of both divisions will
meet in the OAC championship game.
Baldwin-Wallac- e
will host the entire
r
.J tournament. Coach Al Van Wie spoke optimistically
Wooster-Heidelber-

g

semi-final-

-

1000-poi-

Trackmen Finally Healthy
'

"'

"

6-'4in-

"Saturday was the first time we looked
like a track team since the season started,"
said College of Wooster track coach Jim
Bean after his team broke one school record
and turned in several fine performances in
an unscored
meet at Otterbein
'
College.

--

.

six-tea- m

v

.

Saturday's meet was the first one this
year
in which Bean was able to round up
.'
men
"Wooster plays Heidelberg tonight in the more than eight healthy bodies-2- 0
,
trip.
made
the
second round of the tournament to be held"
Sophomore Ron Austin's high jump effort
at Baldwin-WallacBom - teams have
of
was good for a tie for first
.

e.

6-- 6

Roundballers Drop 5th

.
' by Joseph T. Williams
Last Monday vthe women's basketball
i ; team played Dayton University, the number
one ranked small college team in the state.
Coach Nan Nichols'
--Wooster lost
eam was forced to" contend with Dayton's
starting line up whi Ji included, in part, a six
footer and two 5 ft. 11' inch players.
'Defensively this. was done by utilizing,
throughout the game, three different zones.
At no time did Wooster use the press. :

This is expecially impressive since Kim

85-6-

.

.

8.

--

.

-

Offensively,

Wooster played a

deliberate game, working the ball for a
good shot. As coach Nichols noted after the
game, ."We. worked for good shots and this
- helped bring up our shooting percentage."
Her team shot 49.2 per cent from the field.

Fischer, one of the team's high percentage
shooters, only took two shots from the field.
The entire game was played at a sprint
pace As a result Nichols (reely substituted
throughout the game in order to rest her

players. Laura Page (18), Ann jCIeary (14),
and Pat Buda (12) scored in double figures.
Cindy Barr shot 3 for 5 from the field and
freshman Jean Cambefl went 2 for 5. Jean
has seen a good deal of playing time in the
last two games and is meeting the challenge
welL Although Kim didn't score many
points, Nichols pointed out that she played a
fine game anyway because of her ball
control and passing abilities: Val Walton
pulled down 11 of Wooster's 27 rebounds. '
Dayton had 45 rebounds.
:

--

i
.

The College of Wooster wrestling team
gave up 16 points through forfeits and could
manage just one victory in seven bouts as
the Scots were trounced 41-- by Capital
University Saturday in Columbus.
The Scots, whose thin ranks have been
further decimated bv inhiries this vear. got
their only victory from sophomore Brian
King at 142 pounds.
The Scots were without the services of
three of their best wrestlers in senior
Rob Seitz and junior Joe Rapport,
who are out for the year with knee injuries
Kevin Walton, who
and senior
was resting in hopes that a shoulder injury
will heal in time for next week's Ohio
Conference championships.
Scot coach Phil Shipe hopes to take eight
wrestlers to the OAC tournament being
held Friday and Saturday at Ohio Northern
University.
At 118 pounds will be sophomore Bill
Simon who has a
record lor the year.
Shipe is hoping freshman Mark Stansbery,
who has been wrestling at 134 all year, can
get down to 126 for the tournament He has
a
record this year.
At 134 pounds the Scots can boast the
Great Lakes College Association champ in
freshman Don Russell who has a
record
including four pins.
At 142 wiO be Brian King (3-- record),
junior St. Claire Gerald ) wQl wrestle at
150, while Walton ) hopes to be ready to
wrestle at 158.
At 167, senior Dean Walker will be
making a comeback after missing most of
the year with an injury. He has a
record
with two pins.
Junior Kipp Grubaugh ) will wrestle at
190. The Scots will not field wrestlers in
either the 177 or unlimited weight classes.
co-capta-

2-- 3

,

injury.

6-- 1

5

"Under the circumstances we were both
happy," said Bean. "He hadn't been running

because of his knee, but he did very well."
"In fact everyone did pretty well. Our
sprinters looked good, Austin looked great
in the high jump, and sevral of our middle
distance people did weD."
With everyone healthy, we finally have a
track team. If we stay healthy, we should do
well the rest of the season."

Threads
Liberated

COMPLETE STOCKS
OF

Men's Ci Women'
Clothing
and
FumiGhing G

(2-6-

(5-3-

.

2-- 2

(4-6-

TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL

ft

SALE!

COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION

OFF

SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPUCATED

yll winter merchandise with C.O.W. I.D
4f

Including cotton denim flares with button front
or zipper styles.
:

.

SALE!
Good Uerchandlse :. Our Cutsets ard Pleasure Sines 1879
:;
Putile &;uxrs, Wooster, CMo

in

4-- 5

strong."
Sophomore Jeff Kirk finished second in
the mfle with a time of 4:28. It was his first
competition in two weeks after a knee

'

'.

-

2

:
. t

it

PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL

PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED

333 EAST LIBERTY

"if
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N. Walnut

.

Wrestler's In
OAC Tourney

PERRY
OPTICAL

Store Hours: Uon. thru Thur. 9:33 to S:S3
Friday and Saturday Nl;hU Till

--

-.

Wayne Allison (1002).
' NOTE: On Wednesday morning the
Scots were still waiting to hear if they
received an "at large" bid to play in the
nationals. If they did receive an invitation
from the national committee, they will be
able to play in nationals, regardless of their
performance in the OAC tournament.

co-capta-

in

two-mil-

--

'.

ch

.

co-capta-

scorers swell to nine with the addition of
Kenyon's Dan Martin (1010) and Wooster's

3

place and also broke Wooster's jridoor
record of
set in 1966 by Ken
Wooster also made a good showing in the
60 yd. dash, where freshman Tun Jackson
won his heat in 6.9 seconds and senior Slick
Wimberly won his heat in 6.5 seconds.
Bill Reedy, who is
Senior
e
gunning for the Ohio Conference
championship, took a big step in the right
direction Saturday by beating the best field
put together in the Ohio Conference so far
this winter.
Reedy covered the two miles in 9:33, just
four seconds off his own school record, and
he did it wearing just one shoe for most of
the way. He lost his shoe on the fifth lap, and
the rough track surface tore his foot up so
much that his sock Was soaked with blood
by the end of the race.
"Reedy ran a great race," Bean said,
especially with the pain that foot must have
caused him. He looked ' so good and

by Jim Wilkins
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the guys

:
them shave for the finals.
Many Scot individuals will help produce
the hoped for 400 points. First there is two-tiMark- Bruiss. - The
powerful junior took , first - in the 200
individual medley and second in the 100 and
200' freestyles. He swam on three relays,
which finished - no lower than third, to
account for 61 points himself. He will be
'

.

AU-Americ-

"

Ail-Americ-

an

.

-- :

-

an

swimming the same events this season.-"than the others," Bateman revealed. MHe
sophomore really wants a conference championship."
Then there is
Stan McDonald, who will also be swimming : Divers John Hadden and John Barth will ;:
pressure. The senior v;
six events. He is entered in the 100 and 200 be under
- butterfly, in which he earned a third and
"pair finished one-twon the
in ' threes-meter--:
board and two-sisecond at conference and later gained
:
' '.
.
status. He is trying out the 500 competition.
.
relays.!"
Relay
free and is entered in the three
Eric Johnson and
Senior. John Wilson was the Scots' first Dean Johnson both hope to qualify in an ;
L

self-induce- d

--

:

o

--

AU-Americ-

5UU.

:

.

and seeks to become , the

an

this season..,
Scots' first
"We've had John resting up a little more
four-tim-

er

indtodualeventmisyear:Bothsophomores,
are entered in the 200 and 500 freestyle. Eric ;
will also try and 100 free and Dean the 200

.

"

butterfly.
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BaseballGliriic
WOOSTER, OHIO .'' Former . major
University
leaguer Wally Post and
-- coach Bob. Wren are just two of the
- speakers featured at the 1978 College of
Wooster baseball clinic Saturday, March 4.
;
Others on tap are coaches Dick Finn and
:
Joe Carbqne (Ohio State), Bob Morgan
(Wooster) and Ken Selby (Cincinnati
" Western Hills High).- '
...
jr.- : The clinic, which begins with registration
at 8:30 a.m. and adjourns at 4:15p.m,,'is
open to both coaches and players. Fees are
for players and $5 for coaches ($4 in
$2
r
V
advance) ? : . ;
Post had a 'major league career that
spanned 16 years, most with the Cincinnati
"
': Reds, and ended with a 266 career batting
' average. His best season was 1955 when he
hit 09 with 40 homers and 109 runs batted
in. Post will address the clinic on outfield
?

ex-Ohi-

.

o
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.
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:
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victory,

:

;

"For one thing Kenyon is leaving three
guys who have already qualified for
Nationals at homey Bateman explained.
"Their recruiting replaced outstanding
seniors with outstanding freshmen, but they
did not add to their depth. Well pick up
.
some points because ot that.
Tm also counting on us doing better than
last year, particularly in the relays. Well be
having time trials this week to determine
relay spots; they're aO looking strong. Our
training has gone well all season and the
guys are very enthusiastic."
With the change in focus to Nationals and
near-assure- d

;

--

.

with Kenyon's

'

ir

'

-

-- .

'

.

The talent ; is there and a bit- - of an
'
emotional psyche.
vC ;
f
v
"We've got good swimmers' in . every event," Bateman saidand we're not real
pleased with their holding swimmers out. It's
not very good sportsmanship. I think theyU :
have to have a full team next year or it could - "
;
get them into trouble."
If it does.it may mean the first conferenc- eswimming title for Wooster since 1953 and
Lord reign. For now,
the end of a
the task is to pull --them within
:?y '";';
striking range.' "

X

A moral victory of sorts. Certainly the
Scots have improved since last year. Their
change of focus from the championships to
the National meet bears witness to that. But
Wooster followers have got to wonder how
the team can cut another 140 points off the
lead.

V

-J

-

All-Americ-

7.

.

er

All-Arnerica- ns

.

them to reach

one-met-

x

an

'-

me

Nationals," said the coach. Td

to swim the prelims unshaved. Then if they
fail to make National 'cutoffs, well have

wever,

-

.-ho-

v

It's Ohio Conference Championship time
again and in swimming that means it's time
for the annual Kenyon Lord dominance
show. When the foam and spray clears after
the action this Thursday through baturday
25th
the Lords will have taken their
;
consecutive conference title. That is,
barring earthquake, fire or other disaster, a
flood they could probably handle, A change is coming though and it's the
College of Wooster who will be responsible '
for cutting short Kenyon's NCAA record for
consecutive conference titles. The Scots
think they have played bridesmaid long
enough and have made strides to alter the
situation.
Last season the Scots had a hot first day,
taking two first, two seconds and a third in
the first six events. Vague thoughts of finally
overcoming the Lords danced in Scot
minds. But Kenyon depth took over and by
meet's end, the Scots trailed
That was still 55 points closer than two
years. ago and this year coach Bryan
Bateman feels Wooster can cut the
,
difference to less than 100 points.
"We're shooting for 400 points this year,"
he said. "If we get that it will be difficult for

11

.

-

-

.
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Swimrninnieirs
by Dave Koppenhaver
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Bateman has changed some things since
last year. Some events have as many as'
seven Scots entered.
"In a year when we were going for a win
we'd spread the guys more evenly over the
.

Mid-Americ-

events " to score higher," Bateman

':':

cts..
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,
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now-hea-
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one-met- er
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OSLTs
Finn and Carbone, who
baseball program, will talk about pitching
'
;
T
and infield play respectively.
.
Morgan, who has won over 80 percent of
: his games in two years as Wooster coach, will
demonstrate indoor drills while Selby.
coach of Western HiDs 1977 state AAA
.. championship team, will address catching.
J

'

an

:'

::-contra-

commented. "But Tm fairly confident of
holding second so we're putting guys in their
best event. They've trained aD season for it
and theyH get more satisfaction in going, a
personal best."
The team also has had a shorter rest and
and 6th on the three-metSenior John Barth, who finished 2nd on the
not everyone will shave down.
'
"We could have tapered more fully, but board last year, flip :. in anticipation of championships. Photo by Dave
"
'
we want to do well in another three weeks at Koppenhaver.
' '
:'
''"... '.'
'7

;

'

Wren, scheduled to speak on hitting and
base running, compiled one of college
baseball's most impressive coaching
records over ' 24 seasons. Eleven of his
Conference titles
teams won
and 54 of his players went on to sign pro

:

:
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Topic: Forum With Columbus Lesbian Feminist
; ;
Time: Tuesday, Feb. 28, at 4:00 p.m.
'
'
'
Place: Lowry 119
.
.
,
Educational opportunities pop up all the time only once m a while does
one so unique become available. Come and learn.

.
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Pittsburgh

343 E. BOWMAN ST.
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Avenue
The Pizza with the Big Secret!

Flair Travel
Consultants
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DINO'S
DRIVE THRU

COLD

and
Br
Chompagn

Corryout

Win

PIZZA v

Alt Mad

Soft Drinks and lc
Monday thru JhursdoyFriday ond Saturday
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leOve Your Car
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262-044- 4
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Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni, Sausage,
Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers, Onions

Weekdays-5p.mv-la-

--
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Frt
Sunday Carry-Ou- t

Goingto Europe this
summer? It's not
: "too soon to start iv
piannins!

':'yr;'

.

Sat-6p.m.-2a.-

Ph.

'
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Unbaked pizzajto go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
VEIRIBTO'y003TEIl!
i:'
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j; Come See Us:
.
l

:00 o.m.-- l 1:00 p.m.
1 1 :00 o.m.-l 00 a.m. ,:
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Only

5-1- 2.

Closed Tues,

264-650-
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